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ABSTRACT

In 2007 the Government has articulated the concept of minapolitan in order for coastal economies can improve for surrounding communities in particular, and generally improve the area's economy even the nation. Development of minapolitan required evaluation carrying capacity area towards the development of the program.

This research aims to find out the characteristics, power support, potential development areas, and industrial zoning for the development of a survey done by minapolitan directly into a field by the method of scoring of carrying capacity parameter for the development of minapolitan area which will then be processed into the map, so that the final result in the form of a map of the suitability of the area based on carrying capacity area and overlapping method using overlay between one parameter with any other parameters. Other supporting Data obtained by means of collecting data from a number of respondents that add up to 15 people by using a questionnaire as a means of collecting data.

The result showed that characteristic coastal region district cilacap as city very gently sloping with a slope <2 % that allows for development minapolitan. Resources support area divided into two types of first namely S1 (excellent) consisting of sub-districts South Cilacap with presentation suitably 96.43 %, and 3.57 % rate of nonsuitably region and North Cilacap with presentation suitably region 95.24 % and presentation incongruity of 4.76 %. Type second is S2 (good) namely central cilacap subdistrict with the suitably of value presentation 78.57 % and percentage nonsuitably region of 21.47 %, for Kasugihan subdistrict level presentation suitably region of 79.76 % and percentage nonsuitably region of 20.24 %, and Kampung Laut with presentation suitably region of 67.86 % and 32.14 % nonsuitably region. To make all regions having presentation be on a level suitably excellent, then required improvement and increased resources support development minapolitan such as road access, increased business units that supports minapolitan, the quality of water, and others.
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